
CHAP'I'ER - VJ I 

Elastic - Plastic Analysis of Shallow Shells of Arbitrary Shape 

In the previous chapters it has been observed that the "Constant Deflection Contour" 
method can be effectively applied to study the vibrations of elastic plates and shells 
and the analysis appears to be easier than the other existing methods .. 

To make further investigation, this method is applied to study the vibration of 
elastic plastic shallow shells in this chapter. 

Though several studies have been made . _ ·- ·) on elastic-plastic analysis of plates 
and shells f 107, 129, 130 ], most of them deal with the line~ analysis . This initiates the 
present investigator to make an attempt to apply the " the Constant Deflection Contour " 
method to study the non-linft:' vibration of elastic plastic shallow shells. Regarding the 
application of " Constant Deflection Contour " me'thod, on elastic plastic analysis of plates, 
Mazumdar et - al [ 107 ] made some useful studies on this sphere. 

Considering an elastic plastic shallow shell of thickness h , the equation of the middle 
surface of the shell is given by 
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The shell is called· shallow if 'tP ::: c;-+ ~ ~) is small compared to the least of the radii of 
curvature Rp R:VRf.\, 
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The basic equations to study the elastic plastic analysis of shell may be written as : 
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Equations (7.1) and (7.2) are the basic equations to study the vibration of elastic plastic 
shallow shell . One cannot proceed further unless the geometry of the shell is known. 
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A clamped dome of non-zero curvature upon an elliptic base is considered· 
(Fig- 6 ). 
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The first approximation for the lines of constant deflection for this case due to 
symmetry consideration inay be taken as 
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.R 121 has been assumed to be zero in aeeordancc with the shallow shell theory 
with t.he form of u given by equation (7.5) and carrying out the necessary but. lengthy 
ealculat.!oitthe differential equations (7.1) and (7.2) takes the form 
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Using the following non-dimensional parameters 
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Equation (7.6) and ( 7. 7) takes the form 
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Considering the shell. completely damped along the boundary, tho boundary conditions 
can be nxprnssed in terms of the do flection function . and its dc~rivativns with rnspect to u. 

W''=O at u=O 

~ =0 atu=O 

and F=O at u=O and 

dF =0 at u=O 
ali [1.1~ 

With these eonditions (!X pressed in equation (7. I 2), equations (7.10) and (7. I I) are to 
· hi! solved f(>r W* and F*. 
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Let W == /=.;"i.u.lt'(i(?ompatible with the boundary condition expressed by equation (7.12), 

A.'s are to be c~aluat.ccl. Let a rough approximation be considered ,with the first term only. 
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Where 4'(t) and cPCt) are functions oftime only. Since equation (7.13) does not 
represent the exact solution, Galerkin procedure is applied to minimize the error. 

Substituting equation (7.13) in to equation (7.1 1) a relation between pet;) and l.p(i) 
Is first established 
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Making use of equations ( 7.30) and (7. 3b) JJJ. may be evaluated in the following way. 
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substituting equation~ (7. 1 :J) and (7. W) into equation (7.1 0) and applying Galerkin procedure 
to minimi:t.e the error one can arrive at. t.he final equation 
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and e should be replaced by the avera~e value of e i.e. 

Equation (7. 20) can easily be utilized to study the static and dynamic behaviours of an 
elastic-plastic shallow shell,. No numerical results have be~n presented in the sense that one 
of the co-research workers is engaged in such studies on the basis of the equation(7.20). 

It can be concluded that the application of " Constant Deflection Contour" method for 
clastic plastic bending analysis of plates and shell is quite straight forward and efficient. 
Although the method is illustrated to study the elastic plastic analysis of a shell upon an 
elliptic base, its application to other plate or shell geometries is quite simple. This method 
highly relies on the accuracy of the choice of the isodeflection contour lines u (x, y), however it 
i:-; v~ry difficult. to find out the exact form of contour Jines for a plate or shell of arbitrary 
shape. In the present study, the contour line function is assumed to be that for the 
corresponding fully elastic case. The present investigator wishes to continue further studies in 
this sphere in near future . 




